
A Game Changer
THE N.F.L. FINALLY SAYS YES
A few weeks ago Congress asked a representative of the 
National Football League, Jeff Miller, a question about 
concussions (or hard hits to the head that cause rapid 

movement of the brain) 
and whether there is a 
connection to a serious 
brain disease — something 
that the N.F.L. has dismissed 
for years. With everyone 
watching, Jeff replied, “The 
answer to that is certainly, 
yes.” 

It was a confession that Dr. Bennet Omalu and his colleagues 
had waited a long time to hear. For years, Dr. Omalu shared 
his research with the N.F.L., but it was only questioned and 
dismissed. So what finally made the N.F.L. agree with Dr. 
Omalu and his colleagues that there is a connection between 
head injuries and brain disease? Perhaps it was because they 
finally saw enough medical evidence. Or perhaps it was the 
4,500 former players who sued them for being purposely 
deceitful about the connections between concussions and 
brain disease. Regardless of what changed their mind, 
hopefully this will lead to a better understanding of how 
football players got hurt in the past and how to prevent these 
types of injuries from happening in the future. 
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Updates:
Here’s an update on some of 
the articles we covered in our 
last issue of xyza. 

Scott Kelly, the astronaut 
who spent almost a year 
in space, decided to retire. 

The Warriors are just a few 
games away from possibly 
breaking the NBA’s record 
of most wins in a season. 

The Republican party’s 
Marco Rubio dropped out 
of the presidential race. 

The FBI hacked into the 
iPhone that they asked 
Apple to help them with 
and now Apple wants to 
know how they did it!

President Barack Obama 
nominated Merrick 
Garland to the Supreme 
Court but some Senators 
refuse to meet with him 
and hold a confirmation 
hearing.
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Je Suis Bruxelles
BRUSSELS, THE WORLD’S GOT YOUR BACK

On Tuesday, March 22nd, tragedy struck 
Brussels, Belgium. Two explosions at the 
Zaventem Airport and another at a Maelbeek 
metro station hurt and killed many people. 
The group who claimed responsibility 
for these events are terrorists (those who 
spread fear to make a statement or to get 
attention). The attack caused chaos, injury, 
sadness, and questions as to why Belgium 

was a target for 
such violence. 
The country 
was put on 
high terrorist 
alert, meaning 
there are now 
more soldiers 
patrolling the 

streets and other places like airports and 
train stations as a way of keeping its citizens 
safe. 

Since this attack, the leaders from the 
United States, France, England, and other 
countries have promised to work together 
to fight terrorism. Some have promised to 
do a better job of sharing information they 
receive about terrorists. And people from 
around the world have come together on 
places like Facebook and Twitter to ask how 
they can help. 

Let’s face it, terrorists may try to scare 
people but once the chaos has calmed, 
people tend to rise above it all. After all, isn’t 
it always the superhero (and his superhero 
friends!) who ultimately wins a galactic 
battle of good vs. evil, not the villain?  
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There’s Been a Leak
AND IT’S NOT WATER

How would you like it if someone read your 
diary and then shared it with everyone at 
school?

Well, that’s 
basically what 
happened to a 
lot of people! 
Over 11 million 
private files 
from a Panama 
law firm called 

Mossack Fonseca were shared with a German 
newspaper. 

So what’s the big deal? Well, first, these were 
all private files so they weren’t meant to be 
shared. Second, these files contained a lot of 
secret information about how people hid their 
money or used creative ways to avoid paying 
taxes in their home country. But what’s even 
more troublesome is that the people who 
were illegally offshoring (or moving things 
like money to another country) are some 
of the world’s most powerful world leaders, 
sports stars, and famous entertainers!

Since the leak, Iceland’s Prime Minister 
Signmundur David Gunnlaugsson has 
resigned, while other world leaders like 
Russia’s Vladimir Putin have denied doing 
anything wrong. Investigations have begun, 
but it’ll be some time before all the files are 
looked through to determine who actually did 
something illegal. 
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Religious Freedom or Discrimination
THE DEBATE CONTINUES...

Have you seen this sign at restaurants: “No shirt, no shoes, no service”? 
Or how about one that says, “We reserve the right to refuse service 
to anyone”? What do these signs mean and why are we talking about 
them now? Simply put, these signs are saying that a place won’t serve 
food to certain types of people. Hey, if you’re not wearing a shirt or 
shoes, you can’t eat at this restaurant! Do places like restaurants have 
the right to do this? Yes, as long as they’re not discriminating (or 
treating someone differently) based on “race, color, religion, national origin or disability.” 
Well, how about if you are gay?

Some people think that it really shouldn’t matter who you are; no one should be discriminated 
against. Others, however, feel they should have the right to refuse service to whomever they 
choose based on their religious beliefs. This issue has been heavily debated and some states, 
cities, and even companies have taken a hard stance on which they think is right. Indiana, 
North Carolina, and Mississippi have signed House Bills that they say protect the people’s 
right to religious freedom. On the other hand, companies like Apple, Google, and PayPal have 
publicly said that they believe in equality for all and that these House Bills actually allow for 
discrimination against a specific group of people. What do you think?

Are You Leaving, Shamu? 
YES, BUT I’LL STILL BE AROUND

You might know SeaWorld as a place where 
you can watch dolphin shows and ride rides, 
but that’s not the reason why SeaWorld has 
been in the news lately. SeaWorld announced 
that it will be ending its orca (or killer whale) 
show and stop breeding them in their parks. 
Why? 

SeaWorld began as an idea for an underwater 
restaurant in 1964 but quickly evolved into 
a marine zoological park in San Diego. One 
of its main attractions was Shamu, a killer 
whale that charmed thousands of people 
with amazing leaps and other fun tricks. In 
the last few years, however, SeaWorld has 

been accused of animal abuse (keeping their 
whales in small and unnatural spaces). Some 
whales have gotten very sick and some have 
even turned against their trainers, causing 
them harm. Whatever the reason, Sea World 
has announced that they will be ending their 
killer whale shows. Instead, they are working 
on a “new orca experience” that will be 
unveiled in 2017.
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Hyperloop Hype!
TRAVELING AT SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

In Harry Potter, there was the Floo Network 
where wizards could travel quickly from one 
part of the wizarding world to the next. In Star 
Trek, there was the transporter, where Captain 
Kirk would say those memorable words, 
“Beam me up, Scotty!” and then travel to places 
throughout the universe at warp speed. Until 

recently, these methods were pure fantasy — traveling at such speeds is impossible, right? Or 
is it? 

In 2013, Elon Musk (you know, the guy who’s behind that little electric car company, 
Tesla, and who wants to bring space travel to the masses with SpaceX) published a paper that 
described a new method of travel called the Hyperloop and the technology behind it. This 
method of travel would take people and things to places at close to supersonic speeds (that’s 
760 miles per hour, almost the speed of sound and approximately 200 miles per hour faster 
than the average airplane!).

Whether or not you think the Hyperloop is possible, it’s happening and people are talking 
about this and other futuristic technologies.

xyzanews.com

Unicorns in Kazakhstan
OR WERE THEY RHINOS? 

Close your eyes and picture a unicorn. What does 
it look like? We see a beautiful horse-like animal 
with a long magical horn attached to its head. Ask a 
paleontologist (or someone who studies fossils) what 
a unicorn might look like and s/he probably wouldn’t describe it the same way. It wasn’t until 
recent fossil discoveries that the idea of a unicorn as being more than just a mythical creature 
was even suggested. But the idea of unicorn-like creatures living alongside humans wasn’t 
even imaginable, until now.

The entire paleontology world is abuzz with the very recent discovery of a Siberian unicorn (or 
Elasmotherium Sibiricum) fossil in Kazakhstan. This fossil suggests that the Siberian unicorn 
lived 29,000 years ago, the same time as humans! But unlike the mythical unicorn that we 
might imagine, the Siberian unicorn looked more like a gigantic rhinoceros with an enormous 
horn on its head and weighing around four tons — that’s 8,000 pounds and nearly three times 
the size of today’s average black rhino! Amazing, right?

The Xyza, LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Human vs. Machine
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

It was the ultimate challenge for champion 
Go player Lee Sedol — beat Google’s computer 
Go (named AlphaGo) in a challenge match. At 
first it didn’t seem possible. AlphaGo beat Lee 
in the first three matches, but in the fourth 
match, Lee found some weaknesses and beat 
the computer in game 4. Success! 

But why was this such a newsworthy game? 
Well, at first glance Go is a simple game: 
place black and white stones in a certain 
way to surround and remove the other 
player’s stones. Whoever’s stones covers the 
board most, wins. But Go is actually a very 
complex game with almost countless moves 
and position possibilities. There is strategy 
involved, but a lot of it is also based on 
intuition (or a “gut” feeling), a kind of human 
intelligence that is very difficult to replicate in 
computers. That’s why when AlphaGo was able 
to beat Lee in the first three matches, those 
working on artificial intelligence were excited 
about what they might have possibly achieved. 
But Lee’s one win means that there’s still work 
to be done in the area of artificial intelligence 
to completely beat the human mind. Let’s Go!

Selfie Payment
SAY “CHEESE!” WHEN YOU PAY!

Think about all the ways you can pay for 
something — at a supermarket your dad 
might swipe his credit card and then sign 
on a screen. Your mom might write a check 
and sign it before handing it to your music 
teacher. Sometimes, people pay on the 
computer or a cell phone and type in a secret 
passcode to confirm the transaction. Well, 
move over signatures and passcodes, there’s 
a new system in town...the selfie!

Why would we need to take a picture of 
ourselves to confirm a payment? Well, people 
have many passwords and often use those 
that are too easy to guess like a birthdate, 
making it rather easy for someone to guess 
the password and then buy things using 
your credit card. What’s harder to copy is the 
way someone looks  — one of the strongest 
reasons for selfie payments! Now companies 
like Amazon.com and some credit card 
companies are exploring ways to include 
selfie payments as an option to confirm 
payment. It looks like selfies are the wave of 
future at least when it comes to paying for 
something!

xyzanews.com
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Iditarod
A RACE WITH MAN’S BEST FRIEND

There are many sports in the world that 
challenge a person’s strength and stamina, 
but few challenge the strength, stamina, 
and teamwork of both humans and animals 
alike. Mushing is such a sport where people 
work with dogs to pull sleds through the 
snow. Every year, champion mushers head 
to snow-filled Alaska to compete in the 
Iditarod, what some call the “Last Great Race”. 
But the 1,000-mile dog sled race ran into a slight problem this year: there wasn’t enough snow 
in Anchorage, Alaska where the race began! So what did the race organizers do? What all great 
organizers do, they adapted, by importing snow from other areas. Despite the hiccup at the 
start, this year’s winner, Dallas Seavey, completed the race in record time at just under 9 days, 
beating his father, Mitch Seavey, by less than an hour. Dallas rewarded his dogs with a wreath 
of yellow flowers and Dallas was awarded with $75,000 and a brand new truck! 

March Madness
WHAT’S UP WITH ALL THE MADNESS?

College basketball fans everywhere 
go mad in March because it’s March 
Madness! 64 college basketball teams 
play against each other until there are 
only two teams left. These teams play to 
see who will take the title of champion! Here’s how it went from the final eight teams left in the 
tournament down to the final champion, Villanova University.

The Game 
of Kings!
IT’S YOUR MOVE...

The stage was set; 
the mood was tense; 
and all eyes were on Fabiano Caruana of the 
United States and Sergey Karjakin of Ukraine. 
After 20 years, would a player from the United 
States take the Candidates Tournament and 
head back to the World Chess Championship? 
It all boiled down to one play — the sacrifice 
of a rook — and it was all over for Fabiano. 
The United States would have to wait 
another year for a chance at the World Chess 
Championship. 

Sergey Karjakin of Ukraine will be moving 
on to play Magnus Carlsen (last year’s World 
Chess Champion) in November. We’ll have to 
wait and see who will say, “Checkmate!”

xyzanews.com
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The Face of Money
CANADA ADDS A WOMAN INTO THE MIX

2018 will mark a historical addition to 
Canadian money. For the first time ever, a 
Canadian woman will appear on a banknote 
(or paper money). That’s huge! Except for 
the Queen of England, no other woman 
has been on Canadian money. What’s even 
more exciting is that the Bank of Canada has 

asked the public for 
help by submitting 
the names of 
women they think 
would fit the bill — 
pun very much 
intended! Anyone 

can be nominated as long as she is a real 
Canadian citizen and passed away over 25 
years ago. Some of the leading nominations 
are a politician and author named Nellie 
McClung, a war hero named Laura Secord, 
and a pioneer in medicine named Jennie 
Trout. Way to go, Canada for following the 
likes of the Philippines, Sweden, Israel, and 
India — they already have women on their 
currency!

Truth Be Told...
9-YEAR OLD REPORTER LOVES HER JOB!

There’s nothing wrong with playing with 
dolls, but that’s not what 9-year Hilde Kate 
Lysiak wants to do for fun. She’d rather 
report on the things happening around her 
hometown of Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania. Hey, 
Hilde and all the kids out there reading this, 
we’d love for you to be a part of xyza’s Junior 
Reporter Program. Contact us at editor@
xyzanews.com and let’s discover the world 
together, one article at a time! 
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Feathers Flying
ALL OVER THE WORLD

Picture this: you’re enjoying a walk with 
friends when all of a sudden, you see a feather 
falling from the sky. You pause, thinking, 
“That’s strange, I don’t see a bird.” You turn 
and that’s when you see it — a HUGE pillow 
fight!

What are people doing? Celebrating 
International Pillow Fight Day of course! 
Thousands of people from around the world 
gathered at specific locations in over 100 
cities to take part in a friendly pillow fight. 
It may sound silly but this annual event is 
actually meant to celebrate outdoor spaces 
and show that being outside is a lot of fun. 
Sounds like fun to us!
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Across

4) Canada, the Philippines, 

Sweden, and Israel all have 

women on their what?

6) Another word for “train” in 

Europe 

8) When you hit your head 

real hard, you could get a 

____

11) What state has four 

“eyes”? 

12) State with snow, dogs 

and Northern Lights! 

13) When you ___ 

something, you search the 

internet

14) Killer whale

Down

1) The xyza junior ____ 

program is ON! 

2) A photo of yourself, taken 

by yourself

3) Future transportation, 

maybe? 

5) “I win!” in chess

7) 2016 March Madness 

champion

9) No glittery skin and white 

horn here

10) Used for resting or a 

good fight. 
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12

13
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8

11

14

9

6

3
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“Holi Hai!”
BY ZOYA S. (AGE 7)

Holi is an indian spring festival. We celebrate 
it by throwing colored water and powder on 
friends and family. We throw colored water 
because Spring is the season of color. We 
usually play outside so if you don’t want to get 
wet, stay inside! I enjoy playing Holi with my 
friends. We also dance to Bollywood music 
that is so fun. Because as soon as you listen to 
it, you want to dance to it. Holi is also special 
to me because there is lots of good food 
and your t-shirt gets filled with colors like a 

rainbow. Remember don’t throw colored 
water on strangers they might get angry. I 
can’t wait to play Holi next year!

xyza Junior Reporter


